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Presentation Notes
I plan to run this more like a workshop than a presentation because this is more than a theoretical ideaMore than WHAT an AQI is and WHY to use oneBut the HOW, the practical applicationIt is my hope that this presentation will meet these three goals:It will help those who are already using an AQI to think about new ways to improve it AS WELL AS allowing us to hear feedback on my AQIFor those who haven’t considered using an AQI, this will get you started with some information and resourcesFor anyone who wants to implement an AQI, my methodology and AQI can be immediately leveragedAGENDA: Two partsMethodology followed by questions (I may defer some questions to the end)AQI – looking at an in-use AQI
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Online webinarsSTC booth at MadWorld with Lance Robert!



What is an Article Quality Index (AQI)

RThe results of documentation is a product, 
and products can be measured.

Not objective criteria, yet “relevant” and 
depends on the purpose of who is 
measuring. 

An AQI is a methodology for defining and 
measuring content.
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The purpose of the AQI is to create quantifiable measures of quality to benchmark documentation and to evaluate whether department or organizational objectives are being met (e.g., corporate priorities and information needs from the authoring perspective). Not a Writer/Company dichotomy, but sometimes these can be at odds, which is actually something that an AQI can help address and mediateTHIS IS NOT productivity metrics, it is content metricsAnother way to think about it is as creating quantifiable measures to establish objective criteriaWhat we track is what we focus onA reflection of the purpose of who is doing the measuring



The Consortium for Service Innovation
KCS (Knowledge Centered Support)

http://www.serviceinnovation.org/

RWhy have metrics?

RWhat is an effective measurement system?
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Methodology20 plus years. KCS is a simple idea: integrate the creation and maintenance of knowledge into the process of interaction with users.KCS goal is to consistently create findable and usable articles in the KCS workflow1) AQI is the key metric for measuring the quality of articles2) 2nd element is the licensing/coaching model. All users are licensed and coached to create the best possible articles. 3) The 3rd element is having a good content standard that spells out the organization's requirements for good articles. The standard may spell out formatting standards, for example. 4) The 4th KCS element contributing to quality articles is a broad and balanced performance assessment model. 5) 5th element is "flag it or fix it." When an article is found that needs attention, the writer should either fix it at the time it is noticed or flag it to be fixed later.We’re focusing on #1, AQI, but all of the elements apply.Why have metrics: agree on the purpose of the measure (will talk about this more when I discuss how the categories are chosen) the Writer/Company dichotomyWhat is effective: what is the criteria for good – relevance to business or user drivers; degree of confidence, etc. has to be decided, negotiated, codified (in the AQI)Mindtouch, Irrevo - both use KCS



KCS 
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Solution Quality Survey – 500 fortune 50 business users surveyedGives good overview of possible measures, and as you’ll see, my AQI closely reflected these responses.�Of note, on both ends, Technically accurate, problem-solution, completeness, clarityLegal, branding, grammarKeep in mind that the list and importance attributed to each item will be different for every organization. 



KCS 

R

Format/editorial
• Spelling
• Grammar
• Punctuation
• Structure
• Complete thoughts vs. complete sentences

Technical 
• Accuracy
• Completeness
• Distinct – specific
• Actionable
• Confidence/experience

Image
• Brand
• Market presence  
• Confidence in company
• Trust
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Users tend to look at these 3 areas in content (from the KCS survey):These 3 categories are typical measures for content quality that customers are aware ofHowever, as technical writers, information architects, content strategists, etc., we know that there is often more unseen than visible that contributes to the quality of contentAnd I think that an AQI can and should address those as well. -metadata-HTML or XML or whatever structure you useExample on next slide



Example:

• Use correct headings or styles—don’t use 
<strong> (bold) in place of a style

• Search engines use heading structure to 
index the structure and content of web 
pages

• Benefits content reuse
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Need to set styles, be consistent, and enforce the standard!If searchability or SEO is important to you, then the underlying structure of your content should be important, and this should be reflected in the AQI. But maybe your content is all in an internal knowledgebase (not public or customer facing) and SEO isn’t important –these are some of the decisions you have to make. 



KCS 
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KCS example AQI-No categories-No weightingRelative Category Weights will show how your department values each category (and it's a good exercise to see how the authors and management rank these, and then discuss content strategy for any discrepancies)You can develop a weighting system for more complex criterion as the results do not all have the same impact.  For example, a duplicate article is a more serious error than an article that is too wordy.  Additionally, some industries have to meet compliance and the AQI can address these and track them separately for reporting. Some are mechanicsSome are subjective: however, applying a consistent standard of measurement can address the subjectivity, the quantifiable measures to establish objective criteria that I mentioned beforeSome can and should be automated –I’ll show one example of an automated attribute when I take you through the AQIYou can also address the subjectivity by automating, which will help create the consistent standard of measurementE.g., term management, Acrolinx, the program Stylewriter, Irrevo, varios KMS technologies



How does measuring content quality benefit our 
departments and companies?

R

• Improve the user experience of your technical 
communication product and of the products you write for

• Build your team and develop their skills
• Self-audit
• Build longitudinal metrics
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IMPROVE theProduct=deliverableBy ensuring consistency in message, look, branding, etc. AND Build your Company: Content standard (style guide, expectations) – discover the organization’s expectation or requirement for a good articleReuse repositories > can extend AQI to content in other departments



How does measuring content quality benefit our 
writers and content?

R

• Show trends for individuals and the team
• Give writers feedback for how to improve their work
• Provide content standards to new hires
• Show where and how the documentation is improving or 

lacking
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-Performance assessment (feedback loop is essential!)-Improving content!By-Feedback notes to authors for every item is essential, otherwise this is just a grading tool and not a way to improve documentation.�-Style Guides with explanations for each item is needed- Determine and specify the audit criteria. Needs to be simple enough to be attainable & understood by article auditors and writers alike.CONCLUDEThe criteria and rating should be customized and will reflect the strategy and values of an individual department and organization. The three key factors for an AQI are 1) having a consistent standard of what is a “quality” article 2) having a quantifiable reporting mechanism 3) being transparent to authors and management.BIGGEST CHALLENGE is Building the methodology: I think that the most important and difficult aspect is balancing corporate objectives (efficiency, utility, brand awareness) ��with improving content



End of part 1

RIs there anything you would like me to explain further?
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Part 2: Developing your AQI

R

• Create categories and attributes and review with 
management and writers

• Decide weighting
• Create reporting
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Very simplified of course. The research, development, and negotiation of my AQI took months.



Looking at an AQI in use
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1.       Document Creation2.       Document Structure3.       Content reuse4.       Navigation5.       Graphics and other visual elements6.       Spelling and grammar7.       Terminology8.       Task-based9.       Company image10.   Technical accuracyOPEN AQI Excel



 KCS Article Quality Index 
http://library.serviceinnovation.org/KCS_Practices_Guide/030/040/010/050

 Best Practice: Manage Content Quality with AQI 
https://success.mindtouch.com/Documentation/MindTouch4/Optimization/Be
st_practices/Best_Practice%3A_Manage_Content_Quality_with_AQI

 Measuring Quality | Alice Hart 
http://commatheory.com/measuring_quality_download/

 LinkedIN Group: Knowledge Centered Support 
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/2066490

 LinkedIN thread: How to measure quality 
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/112571/112571-6110914058691629059
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Fer O’Neil
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https://linkedin.com/in/feroneil

Thank you
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